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COMMUTAIR SELECTS MINT TRMS FOR FLIGHT CREW TRAINING
MANAGEMENT
Kiel, 18 July 2017 - MINT Software Systems is announcing the signature of a new service agreement with
the USA-based airline CommutAir, operating as United Express, for the delivery of the training and
resource management system MINT TRMS to enhance their cockpit and cabin flight crew training,
planning and qualification management.
“We are extremely happy to welcome CommutAir to our growing user community, and we are excited they
decided to entrust their future crew training operations to our market leading, fully web based software
solution,” says Frank Vieira Hugger, Director of Sales and Marketing at MINT Software Systems.
“CommutAir was looking for a reliable, modern software for the management of their cockpit and in-flight
training and by selecting MINT TRMS, they have successfully set the course for the future.”
“Our flight training department had asked to be provided with the best reliable and future-proof training
management system available on the market,” explains Justin Conrad, Vice President of Flight Operations
at CommutAir. “With MINT TRMS SaaS, we believe we have found the answer to our airline’s
requirements. MINT TRMS will be used for the training and qualification management of all our flight
crew and will support the current fleet restructuring, which includes training new crews and transitioning
our current crewmembers to new aircraft types. MINT TRMS is going to be the backbone of this complex
operation and will support the challenges that our airline is facing as we double in size,” he adds.
The all-in-one training and resource management solution, MINT TRMS optimizes and speeds up training,
planning, and execution with exceptional scheduling, electronic data gathering and analysis capabilities.
This unique platform helps aviation businesses all over the globe to significantly enhance their training
efficiency and the day-to-day life of all employees and instructors with the instant online access to their
training schedules, electronic forms, learning material and other training related data in the integrated and
multifunctional web portal.
The agreement with CommutAir includes the “MINT Premium Edition” for training scheduling, record
management, e-grading, e-learning, in-depth reporting and analysis capabilities.
About MINT Software Systems
MINT Software Systems, headquartered in Kiel, Germany, with subsidiaries in Orlando, Florida and Sharjah, UAE and
partner companies in Bucaramanga, Colombia and Kiev, Ukraine creates innovative training and resource
management solutions used by major aviation players. MINT's SaaS and onsite solutions employs the latest software
technology, allowing efficient records and training scheduling for crew, ground and maintenance staff and guarantees
trouble-free regulatory compliance with the AQP/ATQP programs of authorities like the FAA and EASA.
About CommutAir
CommutAir, founded in 1989 and operating as United Express, is majority owned by Champlain Enterprises, Inc. and
40% owned by United Airlines, Inc. Today CommutAir operates more than 900 weekly flights to more than 30
destinations, using Bombardier Dash-8 Q200/300 and Embraer ERJ145 aircraft, from bases in Newark, NJ, and
Washington-Dulles. CommutAir’s 800+ employees are well known in the industry for fostering a family culture and a
friendly work environment.
More information is available at www.flycommutair.com. Email us at
PR@commutair.com, or call (440) 779-4588 ext. 371.
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